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My dear Mrs. Pinkham — 
This is a happy day. [am well and gaining 

weight daily. but shall continue the treatment 
and Vegetable Compound during the summer, 

8s vou suggest. Uncle knows nothing about 
what vou have done for me, because it would 
make things very unpleasant in the family. | 
would like to give you a testimonial to publish, 
but father would not allow it, * #* » » | 
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confidence of the women of America is 
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Why are not physicians more candid 

with women when suffering from such 
ailments ? 
Women want the truth, and if they 
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Chief of ail the forces on the wrong side of 
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and he has gained more victories than have 
ever been celebrated in 1his world, But I 
guess this old warrior of Pandemonium 
will not have an undlsputed fleid, 1 guess 
there will be an army to dispute with his 
forces. I have mentioned the supremacy of | 
this world, [I guess our troops will not 
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by James Montgomery, appropriate when 
Written in 1819, but more appropriate in 
1896, and ask you, with fall voides, as well 
as with grateful hearts, to chant it, 
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Our Corn at Vera Cras, 
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much Information Relative to 
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BOOK PUBLISHING HOUSE 134 Leonard Street, N.Y. City.   
598 PACES, 

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED 
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